RSO recognition for the fall semester has closed.
RSO recognition will not open again, even for new organizations, until January and the Spring semester.
The window for RSOs to submit their materials to be recognized will open on January 15th and closes on February 16th. There are a few things that new RSOs are required to do, and they must provide time for Student Activities to review their documents and make any corrections.

Requirements of a new RSO:

• Meet with SOAR Board for a New RSO Consultation (must pre-schedule a meeting, can do this anytime and prior to January 15th if they want)
• Complete the Nole Central Application (including their leader and advisor signature page and uploading at least 4 students who have complete the hazing module who haven’t taken it for another group before)
• Attend “RSO: 101” an RSO Orientation session (1 hour scheduled sessions that are posted on the SAC Website)
• Once all of that information is submitted, it must be reviewed and approved by Student Activities Staff, and the student leaders must pay attention to their email to see if there are any issues with their documents.
• Failure to respond or not submit constitution revisions, proper hazing certificates, ineligible officers, etc., will hold up their “Recognized” standing as a student organization.